English Vocabulary Exercises | the Human Body

Answers are at the bottom of the page.

Exercise

Write the name of each part of the human body using the following list:

- the nose  |  the back  |  the stomach  |  a finger  |  a bone  |  an ear  |  a tooth  |  the feet  |  the head  | the leg  | the tongue  | an elbow  | the mouth  | an arm  | a hand

1 – an arm  

2 –  

3 –  

4 –  

5 –  

6 –  

7 –  

8 –  

9 –  
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ANSWERS

1. an arm
2. a bone
3. an ear
4. an elbow
5. the feet
6. a finger
7. a hand
8. the head
9. the back
10. the leg
11. the nose
12. the stomach
13. the tongue
14. a tooth
15. the mouth